ABSTRACT. A necessary and sufficient condition that a vector f is an antieigenvector of a strictly accretive operator A is obtained. The structure of antieigenvectors of selfadjoint and certain class of normal operators is also found in terms of eigenvectors. The Kantorovich inequality for selfadjoint operators and the Davis's inequality for normal operators are then easily deduced. A sort of uniqueness is also established for the values of Re(Af,f) and IIAfll if the first antieigenvalue, which is equal to min Re(Af,f)/(llAfllllfll) is attained at the unit vector f.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with inner product A a strictly accretive operator on H and A" its adjoint Let A(O (Af,fff(llAfllllfll), f 0 and I.t(A) min Re^(f) f H, f 0}. Krein [1] and Gustafson [2] have studied I.tl(A) and indicated how the knowledge of I.tl(A) can be useful in the study of the spectrum of certain integral operators, initial value problems and some other areas. Geometrically lxt(A) represents the (real) cosine of the largest (real) angle through which an arbitary non-zero vector f can be rotated by action of A. Gustafson calls it the first antieigenvalue of A and f the corresponding antieigenvector (See Remark, 4 .3, however, at the end of Section 4). The exact value of I.tt(A) can be found in the case of a selfadjoint A. using the Kantorovich inequality [2, 3, 4 ].
For a class of normal operators, Davis [3] obtained an inequality from which I.t(A) can be found. He made use of the concept of a shell of a Hilbert space operator [5.6 ] to arrive at the results. Mirman [7] gave a method of estimation of k(A), the higher antieigenvalues of A, which is defined by Gustafson as follows gn(A) min Re(Af,f)/(llAfllllfll) f, 0, f I fo), :) where f0o is the k t antieigenvector.
In the present note we put tx(A) in a greater and clearer perspective by studying the 3. STATIONARY VALUF OF^(I') FOR SELFADJOINT OPERATORS For a selfadjoint operator A we can obtain the structure of the stationary vectors of RA(f) (which is obviously equal to^(f) in this case), in particular, of the antieigenvectors in terms of the eigenvectors. It will follow that tl(A) 2 (m + M) "l, where as usual tn, M are the least and the greatest eigenvalues of A respectively. This is the Kantorovich inequality (see [3] and [4] we must have k -I or -1/3. The case k =-1 must be ruled out as in that case l(f,e a) = > 1. 
